Foamy virus vectors.
Gene therapy is a promising novel treatment for a variety of human diseases. Successful application of gene therapy requires the availability of vehicles with the ability to efficiently deliver and express genes. Viral vectors are efficient means of transferring a gene of interest into target cells. Current available vehicles for gene transfer are either inefficient or potentially unsafe for human gene therapy applications. Foamy viruses offer a fresh alternative vector system for gene transfer with the potential to overcome the concerns of the current vectors. Foamy viruses are nonpathogenic and have a broad host range with the ability to infect various types of cells from different species. Foamy virus replication is distinct and may provide an edge for foamy virus vector usage over other retroviral vectors. These features offer the foamy vectors unique opportunities to deliver several genes into a number of different cell types in vivo safely and efficiently. The principal problems for the design of foamy virus vectors have been solved, and several foamy virus vectors that efficiently transduce a variety of cell types are available. This chapter reviews specific features of foamy virus vector systems and recent advances in the development and use of these vectors.